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1 Introducing the Blackjack Game

This project is a simpli�ed version of the casino card game Blackjack. The game works like
this: Players are dealt cards with point values. Each player tries to reach a total of 21 without
exceeding that amount. Numbered cards count as their face value. An ace counts as either one or
11 (whichever is best for the player), and any jack, queen or king counts as 10.

The computer is the house (the casino) and it competes against one to seven players. At the
beginning of the round, all participants (including the house) are dealt two cards. Players can see
all of their cards, along with their total. However, one of house's card is hidden for the time being.

Next, each player gets the chance to take one additional card at a time for as long as he likes.
If a player's total exceeds 21 (known as busting), the player loses. After all players have had the
chance to take additional cards, the house reveals its hidden card. The house must then take ad-
ditional cards as long as its total is 16 or less. If the house busts, all players who have not busted
win. Otherwise, each remaining player's total is compared to the house's total. If the player's total
is greater than the house's, he wins. If the player's total is less than the house's, he loses. If the
two totals are the same, the player ties the house (also known as pushing). Figure 1 shows the game.

Figure 1: The Blackjack game. The house wins against two players

2 Designing the Classes

Before starting a project with multiple classes, it is helpful to map them out on paper. You must

use exactly the following speci�cation to implement your classes.
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Table 1 shows a brief description of each class.

Class Base Class Description

Card None A Blackjack playing card
Hand None A blackjack hand. A collection of Card objects
Deck Hand A Blackjack deck. Has extra functionality that Hand

doesn't, such as shu�ing and dealing.
GenericPlayer Hand A generic Blackjack player. Not a full player, but the

common elements of a human player and the computer
player.

Player GenericPlayer A human Blackjack player.
House GenericPlayer The computer player, the house.
Game None A Blackjack game.

Table 1: Blackjack Classes

Note the choice to represent a GenericPlayer as being a Hand with extra functionality (such
as having a name), and not as having a Hand - the latter would have been implemented using
composition instead of inheritance. Figure 2 shows the family tree of the classes.

Figure 2: Inheritance hierarchy of classes for the Blackjack game. GenericPlayer is shaded because
it is an abstract class.

Tip: Use only public inheritance.

Let's now give the interface of each class (Table 2 to table 8), that is for each a list of their
public member functions along with a brief description of each function. Note that we only list
member functions de�ned in a class; several classes will, of course, be inherited member functions
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from base classes. Also, you may want to declare and de�ne additional functions for your classes.
You are allowed to do so, but these interfaces are meant to be su�ciently complete to provide a
satisfying project.

Member Description

bool isFaceUp() const Indicates whether the card is face up. A�ects how the
card is displayed and the value it has.

int getValue() const Returns the value of the card.
void flip() Flips a card. Face up becomes face down, and face

down becomes face up.

Table 2: Card class

Member Description

bool add(Card* card) Adds a card to the hand.
void clear() Clears all cards from the hand.
int getTotal() const Returns the total value of the hand.

Table 3: Hand class

Member Description

virtual bool isHitting() const = 0 Indicates whether the generic player wants another hit.
Pure virtual function.

bool isBusted() const Indicates whether the generic player is busted.
void bust() const Announces that the generic player busts.

Table 4: GenericPlayer class (Abstract)

Member Description

virtual bool isHitting() const Indicates whether the player wants another hit.
void win() const Announces that the player wins.
void lose() const Announces that the player loses.
void push() const Announces that the player pushes.

Table 5: Player class

Member Description

virtual bool isHitting() const Indicates whether the house is taking another hit.
void flipFirstCard() Flips over the �rst card.

Table 6: House class
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Member Description

void populate() Creates a standard deck of 52 cards.
void shuffle() Shu�es cards.
void deal(Hand& hand) Deals one card to a hand.
void additionalCards

(GenericPlayer& gp)

Gives additional cards to a generic player for as long as
the generic player can and wants to hit.

Table 7: Deck class

Member Description

void play() Plays a round of Blackjack.

Table 8: Game class

We have listed the desired public interfaces, but we don't force a particular implementation
(that is wanted to be hidden). However, we strongly advise the following.

• To represent a card's rank and suit, use enum types.

• To represent a dynamic collection of objects of whatever class, use std::vector from the
C++ standard library. Use a const_iterator to iterate through a vector.

• See Card objects as real-life objects. You don't copy a card when you deal it from the deck
to a hand; you move it.

• To represent a string of characters, use std::string from the C++ standard library.

• Use the traditional global overloading of the shift operator (<�<) to output data of various
types to the standard output stream (std::cout).

• You may �nd some useful tools and algorithms in std::algorithm and in the C++ standard
library in general.

3 Planning the Game Logic

Let's map out the basic �ow of one round of the game. Here's some pseudocode for the Game class'
play() member function:
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Deal players and the house two initial cards

Hide the house's first card

Display players' and house's hands

Deal additional cards to players

Reveal house's first card

Deal additional cards to house

If house is busted

Everyone who is not busted wins

Otherwise

For each player

If player isn't busted

If player's total is greater than the house's total

Player wins

Otherwise if player's total is less than house's total

Player loses

Otherwise

Player pushes

Remove everyone's cards

4 Project Plan and Submitting Instructions

The project is organised in 3 steps, for which the students must submit their current version of
the project. For the two �rst steps, an oral feedback will be given to the class to emphasize the
most frequently encountered errors, discuss with the students and propose some clues. Only the
3rd step's submission will be graded, which doesn't mean the �rst and second steps should be
neglected.

Step 1 : Card and Hand

The goal is to fully implement the classes Card and Hand and test them using a main function from
your conception. Ideally, the test should prove that all de�ned functions are e�ective. Outputing
the states of your objects in the shell is obviously a good idea to check that.

Step 2 : The whole game

All classes of the Blackjack game should have a version at this point. It is time to test this �rst
version of the whole game using a main function whose role is to:

1. get the number of players and their names,

2. create a Game with these informations,

3. make this Game play a �rst round,

4. propose new rounds for as long as the user wants it.

Step 3 : Re�nements

From step 2, you may have noticed that your program needs some improvements; that some
mechanisms are un- or misemployed, or that the program lacks robustness in some situations.
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Here, besides whatever possible improvements, we ask you explicitely to include the exception
mechanism in your code. For any (reasonably) unexpected and/or uncomfortable situation, you
have to create a speci�c exception class and adapt your code to adequately catch it and treat it.
Such situations could be:

• a bad input when reading the standard input stream (std::cin);

• the deck is out of cards;

• ...

We also propose you two boni to complete your work:

1. Improve your Blackjack game program by forcing the deck to repopulate before a round if
the number of cards is running low. (Could it be done, or is it useful to do it in conjunction
with the exception mechanism?)

2. In the Blackjack game program, de�ne copy constructors and overloaded assignment operator
member functions to the Hand class and all of its subclasses. (Why?)

As usual, provide a main function to test your improved code.

What and how to submit

For all three steps, we ask you to provide a tar.gz archive (no zip, no rar) whose �lename for-
mat is exactly yourlastnameinlowercase_info0004_proj1_step[1-3]. It will contain a root
directory with inside of it:

• your make�le (at the root),

• your class' headers (.h) and source �les (.cc, .cpp, ...), and your �le containing the main
function (main.cpp, test.cpp, ...) organised in a way that your make�le can �nd them,

• and nothing else!

It is required that you provide one �le per class' declaration, and one �le per class' de�nition.
Your make�le has to manage adequately dependancies between �les in order to perform separate
compilation. Use g++ to compile your project, with (at least) the options -Wall -ansi -pedantic.
Your project has to be able to compile in the environment of the Institut Monte�ore's laboratories.
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